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Contact james.mitcham@changingsocial.co.uk for more information | Or chat in Teams

Viva Connections

How will this add value? 

Why Microsoft Viva?

In today's world, employees want more flexible remote work options, and meaningful in-person collaboration. Empowering people to thrive in a more flexible work world requires
rethinking everything—from how you empower managers, to how you create culture, to how you reimagine the employee experience.  And that’s where Microsoft Viva comes in. 

As your colleagues are challenged with a growing imbalance between work and life, increased burnout, and decreased wellbeing, and your teams and organisation face
diminishing social capital, there is an urgent need to digitally reimagine the employee experience.  

Discover how Microsoft Viva, an integrated platform built on top of Microsoft Teams, will help your organisation to be their best, to thrive in the new reality.

Viva Topics Viva Learning

Encourage meaningful connections across their
organisation by enabling employees to discover
relevant communications, communities and tools. 

Foster a culture of inclusion by empowering every
employee to contribute ideas and share feedback. 

Align the entire organisation around their vision,
mission, and strategic priorities. 

Turn content into usable knowledge 

Organise knowledge into topics pages

People + ai: make knowledge easy to discover
and use

Make learning a natural part of their day

Make their learning content available in one
place

Drive results that matter
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Why Changing Social?

We are Microsoft Partners and have a great deal of
experience in supporting organisations make the most
of their technology. 

Our approach is to focus on the people side of digital
transformation, with the goal of making work easier
through new ways of working. 

We have experience in the Microsoft PowerPlatform and
have built solutions with and for some of the world's
most recognisable brands. 

Contact james.mitcham@changingsocial.co.uk to learn
more about Viva for your business.
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